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Abstract
Background/ introduction: We propose the large emotion-labelled dataset consisted of tweets labelling
representative emotions hashtags posted over 12 years to train a speci�c emotion detection model. The
dataset is available at https://github.com/ EmotionDetection/6H-AP_emotion_labelled_tweets. Prediction
of human emotion has been and remains a major challenge in many research �elds such as psychology,
neuroscience, and computer science. Tweets are considered as a suitable source for collecting big data
using emotion hashtags as reliable emotion annotations. However, little is known about data collection
criteria on how to apply emotion hashtags (i.e., type and position of emotion hashtags).

Methods: To elucidate unclear criteria, this paper collected over �ve million tweets that were divided into
six datasets. Five traditional ML algorithms trained on six different datasets were evaluated on both
internal test sets (30 analyses) of six datasets and external test set (30 analyses).

Results: We propose the emotion labelled dataset ( n =1,478,116; any position of representative emotions
hashtags) that achieved the highest F1 score. Furthermore, this paper compared the model trained on the
proposed dataset with the model trained on a small dataset. We �nd that this large dataset further
improved the model performance in deep learning (18 analyses) than in traditional ML algorithms (30
analyses). Conclusions: Finally, we share the proposed dataset with other researchers to contribute to
future speci�c emotion detection model studies, provide reliable baseline results for this data set.

Introduction
Natural language processing (NLP) is a technology that allows computers to understand human
language. Text analysis is a vital technique since most online data is stored as text (e.g., social media,
blogs, personal web pages, and product descriptions). To successfully interpret human user opinions in
the �eld of human–robot interaction (HRI), the speech-to-text in which the opinion is expressed must be
understood to develop robotics that can emotionally empathize with human users.

Most prior studies applying NLP techniques have focused on classifying sentiment polarity of the texts;
for example, positive, negative or neutral sentiment can be extracted from tweets [1–4]. However, human
emotions are not merely divided into positive and negative [5]. For instance, assume a publisher attempts
to use sentiment analysis for summarising opinions regarding new books. Traditional methods classify
both sadness and fear as negative emotions. However, if the readers expressed either of these emotions
in a manner where their distinction is signi�cant, they ought to be separated as desirable outcomes. Fear
may for example be a desirable emotion when reading a thriller, which may not apply for sadness.

The signi�cance of speci�c emotion analysis is gaining attention in academia and in commercial
sectors. For example, customers’ behaviour and emotional states can be predicted from various text
sources (e.g., tweets and online reviews), and accurate analysis of textual information may be relevant
for various business purposes [6–7]. However, speci�c emotion pre- diction has been and remains a
major challenge because of a high level of subjectivity and limited input sources. This is a greater
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challenge when only a speech-to-text source is provided without contextual information, such as facial
expressions or tone of voice [8]. To overcome these challenges, ML algo- rithms are required to develop
and train a speci�c emotion detection model using textual information.

Several prior studies suggest applying tweets including speci�c emotion hashtags as datasets to train
speci�c emotion detection models [9–11]. The majority of tweets describe daily life events, expressed via
individual post and hashtags. Emotion hashtags are accurate and reliable as these represent the
emotions which the writers have directly annotated to their tweets. Contrary, other data sources may
require manual annotations or present insu�cient labelling. Wang et al. [11] point out that the traditional
method of manually labelling emotions in tweets could be inaccurate since the annotators must infer the
writers’ feelings from the text, thus distorting the writer’s original intent. Furthermore, manual annotation
of emotions on over a million dataset is virtually impossible. Thus, automatically annotated big data is
essential for training ML models that outperform ML models trained on small datasets.

Previous datasets for speci�c emotion detection model training [11–14] were collected based on different
criteria; representative emotion hashtags (e.g., #joy) [13] or synonymous emotion hashtags (e.g., #joy,
#jouyful, and #enjoy) [11–12, 14]. In the datasets mentioned above, only the tweets that end with
emotion hashtags were selected, yet they failed to demonstrate how �ltering hashtags at other positions
affect the model performance. Up to now, far too little attention has been paid in investigating the
selection criteria for tweets collection.

Andrew [15] suggests that data-centric AI (i.e., focusing on quality data) is more critical than model-
centric AI (i.e., focusing on effective ML models (algorithms)) in the development of ML models. Hartung
[16] point out that there is a golden rule of “trash in and trash out”, meaning that good data is imperative
to training a good model. This paper investigates the potency of carefully selected high-quality big data,
not only for traditional ML algorithms, but also for latest ML algorithms such as deep learning. The
performance of all ML models used in this paper will be cross validated with the internal test set as well
as the external test set. Taken together, we address the following four questions:

1. What data collecting criteria (representative or synonymous emotion hashtags) will effectively
improve the performance of ML models?

2. Can �ltering data based on the position (any, last quarter, or last position) of emotion hashtags in a
tweet effectively improve the performance of ML models?

3. Can the large emotion-labelled dataset improve the performance of traditional ML algorithms over a
small dataset?

4. What are the differences in the bene�ts of increasing training data when applying deep learning
algorithms compared to traditional ML algorithms?

To answer the above questions, we collected over �ve million tweets (n=5,645,139) by applying 24
synonymous emotion hashtags. The resulting dataset consists of a total of 565,575,630 characters,
rendering many novels and books minuscule; e.g., Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland is approximately four
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thousand times smaller (characters=142,557). Most prior research on speci�c emotion detection focused
on Ekman’s basic emotion theory [13, 17–22]. 24 synonymous emotion hashtags (e.g., #joy, #enjoy, #fun,
and #joyful) also belong to six basic emotions [23]; ‘fear’, ‘anger’, ‘sadness’, ‘joy’, ‘surprise’ and ‘disgust’.
Finally, the contributions of this paper as fruitful results of the above questions are as follows.

Based on rigorous 108 analyzes, we recommend any position of represen- tative emotions hashtags
as a clear criterion for an effective emotion-labelled

dataset. This is the surprising �nding contrary to previous studies based on last position of synonymous
emotion hashtags [11, 12, 14].

To the best of our knowledge, the proposed emotion-labelled dataset is the largest data set of tweets
labelling representative emotions hashtags (n=1,478,116) posted over 12 years from OCT 2008 to
DEC 2020. We �nd that this large dataset further improved the model performance in deep learning
than in traditional ML algorithms.

The proposed emotion-labelled dataset is shared with other researchers as a form of open dataset
(https://github.com/EmotionDetection/6H-AP_emotion_labelled_tweets, accessed on 16 AUG 2021)
to contribute to future speci�c emotion detection model studies.

The structure of this paper is as follows; Section 2 presents the previous datasets used in speci�c
emotion analysis. Section 3 demonstrates the charac- teristics and exploratory data analysis of collected
big data. Section 4 presents pre-processing of big data, introduction of ML algorithms, input data
prepara- tion, and evaluation criteria. Section 5 investigates �ve traditional ML models trained on six
datasets with internal and external test sets to propose an effective emotion-labelled dataset. The
proposed dataset was then cross eval- uated with a small dataset to show the differences in the bene�ts
of increasing training data between traditional ML and deep learning algorithms. Section 6 concludes this
paper.

Related work

The datasets for speci�c emotion detection models rely on texts to be labelled for speci�c emotions, but
such datasets are virtually impossible to annotate in relevant scale manually. For instance, Liew and
Turtle [24] describe that 18 annotators had worked over ten months on labelling 28 emotions in 5,553
tweets. Based on this information, the same annotators would need to work approximately 15 years to
manually annotate the dataset collected for the current paper.

There are publicly available datasets, such as Twitter Emotion Corpus (TEC; 21,047 tweets) [13],
International Survey on Emotion Antecedents and Reactions (ISEAR; 7,666 sentences) [25], and Affective
Text (1,200 news headlines) [26] dataset. Among these datasets, only TEC provides tweets based on
representative emotion hashtags (i.e. #fear, #anger, #sadness, #joy, #surprise, and #disgust) at the last
position. However, the number of data points is only approximately from 1,200 to 21,047. Such quantity
of data is insu�cient for ML model development requiring big data [27].
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Other researchers collected tweets, including emotion hashtags as an au- tomated emotion annotation.
They applied various data collection and data cleaning criteria to collect a large amount of data. For
instance, Wang et al. [11] collected a large emotion-labelled (i.e., joy, sadness, anger, love, fear, thank-
fulness, and surprise) dataset of approximately 2.5 million tweets obtained by searching 131
synonymous emotion hashtags at the last position. The F1 score was .6163 with large-scale linear
classi�cation that classify the seven emotion labels (joy, sadness, anger, love, fear, thankfulness, and
surprise). They fur- ther reported that increasing the training data improved the accuracy by .2216
comparing with the small dataset (1,000 tweets).

Saravia et al. [14] collected 664,462 tweets that express eight emotions (sadness, joy, fear, anger, surprise,
trust, disgust, and anticipation) with

339 synonymous emotion hashtags at the last position. Their multi-layer convolutional neural network
(CNN) architecture with a matrix form of the enriched patterns was trained and achieved an F1 score of
.79.

Abdul-Mageed and Ungar [12] collected 1,608,233 tweets, including 665 synonymous emotion hashtags
at the last position across the 24 emotions. Their ‘joy’ emotion consisted of emotion-related hashtags
such as ‘happy’, ‘happiness’, ‘joy’, ‘joyful’, ‘joyfully’, and ‘delighted’. Their gated recurrent neural nets
(GRNNs) model was trained and achieved an accuracy of .8012 based on six basic emotions [23].

However, there has been no detailed investigation into decreasing sample size by �ltering data based on
the position (any, last quarter, or last position)

of emotion hashtags affect model performance. Also, previous research used different criteria (i.e.,
representative or synonymous emotion hashtags) for labelling the emotions in the tweets. It is not clear
which criteria is optimal. To the best of our knowledge, the four questions we raised earlier are largely
unexplored.

Methods
Collecting big data

Anglophone tweets were collected using a Twitter application programming interface (Twitter API) [28].
The application to use the Twitter API has been approved by Twitter for academic research purposes of
this paper. Over six million tweets (n=6,795,462) posted from MAR 2007 to JUN 2021 were collected by
searching six basic emotions [23] since the �rst tweet was posted on MAR/21/2007 [29].

Table 2 demonstrates six basic emotions consisting of six representative (e.g., #joy) [13] and 18
synonymous emotion hashtags (e.g., #fun, #joyful, and #enjoy) [11, 12, 14]. This paper adopted
representative emotion hashtag words (see Table 1) suggested by Mohammad [13], and synonymous
emotion hashtag words (e.g., #worried, #pissed, and #eww) suggested by Saravia et al. [14].
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Table 1

Tweet samples
Tweets after basic pre-processing Hashtag

Seriously You act like you love me then ignore me Oh yea man that s how we do it #anger

It makes me sick how many school lock downs have had to happen in the past few days
all the press about CT just eggs on copycats

#disgust

I can take a lotta scary stuff but spiders cross the line #fear

Our family would like to wish you and your beautiful families a very happy prosperous
holidayseason

#joy

Sometimes I wish stopping was easier But addiction is just too strong problems
addiction selfdepreciative help pls

#sadness

How could a laptop under a blanket even be comfortable cat #surprise

 
Table 2

The frequency statistics and length of tweets
Emotions Representative Synonymous emotion hashtags Frequency Percent Length

Anger #anger #angry #mad #pissed 1,159,456 20.54 84.96

Disgust #disgust #awful #disgusted #eww 780,674 13.83 79.17

Fear #fear #feared #fearful #worried 514,452 9.11 88.07

Joy #joy #enjoy #fun #joyful 1,102,663 19.53 91.07

Sadness #sadness #depressed #grief #sad 1,200,969 21.27 90.16

Surprise #surprise #strange #surprised #surprising 886,925 15.71 79.48

Total 6 hashtags 18 hashtags 5,645,139 100.00 85.49

To clear the dataset, emotion hashtag, website address, and special char- acters were removed from
tweets as the basic pre-processing (see Table 3) to obtain only English words. Then, all duplicate tweets
were removed to keep every tweet unique [12]. Also, tweets that had fewer than three English words and
re-tweets were excluded [13]. This resulted in over �ve million tweets (n=5,645,139).
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Table 3
Pre-processing process

Process Pre-
processing

Tweet text

Raw None that terrible moment when you end an essay with "so... yeah" and then
forget to change and ediT IT BEFORE YOU HAND IT IN #anger

Basic Only English
words

that terrible moment when you end an essay with so yeah and then
forget to change and ediT IT BEFORE YOU HAND IT IN

Moderate Lowercased
English
words

that terrible moment when you end an essay with so yeah and then
forget to change and edit it before you hand it in

Rigorous Stop-words
removed

terrible moment end essay yeah forget change edit hand

The TEC dataset [13] consisted of 21,047 tweets posted from NOV 2011 to DEC 2011. There were 558
duplicate cases (2.65%) within the TEC dataset and 731 duplicate cases (3.47%) between our dataset
and the TEC dataset after the basic pre-processing. Since the proportion of duplicate cases is small,
duplicate cases were not excluded to keep the original dataset.

The collected dataset consisted of publicly available information and did not store any personally
identi�able information. This dataset offered two key information (i.e., tweet text as X values and six
emotion hashtags as y values; see Table 1). Exploratory data analysis continues in the following section.

Exploratory data analysis

Understanding a dataset plays a vital role in improving model performance and �nding missing, incorrect,
or biased data. Therefore, unique characteristics and the distributions of the dataset should be identi�ed.

Table 2 shows the frequency statistics and length of tweets (i.e., number of characters of tweets). The
most frequent emotion was ‘sadness’ (21%), followed by ‘joy’ (20%) and ‘anger’ (20%), whereas ‘fear’ (9%)
was the least prevalent. Each emotion consisted of a representative emotion (e.g., #anger) hashtag and
additional three synonymous emotion hashtags (e.g., #angry, #mad, and #pissed).

Two additional points that can be extracted from tweets are: (i) number of characters of a tweet (Mean =
85.88, SD = 51.42, Median = 77, Min = 5, Max = 336, Q1 = 49, Q3 = 107), (ii) number of words of a tweet
(Mean = 15.41, SD = 8.84, Median = 14, Min = 3, Max = 95, Q1 = 9, Q3 = 20). Table 2 reports that most
tweets were less than the 140 characters limit (280 characters limit from 2017), and ‘joy’ (Length=91.07)
had the greatest number of characters, whereas ‘disgust’ (Length=79.17) had the least number of
characters.

[Table 2 about here.]

Figure 1 shows the word cloud of the most frequent and occasionally words after processing the rigorous
pre-processing (see Table 3). Interestingly, this �gure shows that ‘love’ (n=328,589) was one of the most
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mentioned emotion words, which implies positive valence, but do not re�ect to any speci�c emotion.

Few tweets included multiple synonymous emotion hashtags (e.g., I am #anger #fear; 2.06%; n=116,398),
and most tweets did not include multiple different emotion hashtags (e.g., I am #anger #joy; .11%;
n=6,422). Also, one of ten tweets included synonymous emotion words (e.g., I am anger #fear; 13.05%;
n=737,550), whereas most tweets did not include different emotion words (e.g., I am anger #joy; .30%;
n=17,233).

In summary, these results show that predicting emotions with emotion words or other frequent words,
such as ‘now’ (n=233,949), ‘don’ (n=217,213), and ‘one’ (n=213,669), might be di�cult. These results also
suggest applying deep learning algorithms that can focus on the contextual meaning of a sentence rather
than traditional ML algorithms that can focus on words.

[Fig. 1 about here.]

Dataset preparation process

This section introduces the preparation of the emotion-labelled dataset (n = 5,626,219) collected in the
previous section. The dataset preparation process consists of three steps: 1) pre-processing, 2) dataset
selection, and 3) dataset splitting strategy. The purpose of pre-processing is to uniformly organise the
input text to enhance the recognition, performance, and e�ciency of the model. Two pre-processing
processes (the moderate and the rigorous process) were applied to the text datasets. As shown in Table 3,
in the moderate process, English words were lowercased after processing the basic process. This process
was applied to deep learning models that recognise the contextual meaning of the entire sentence.
Although, stop-words are frequently used words without special meaning, such as ‘we’, ‘are’, ‘the’, ‘a’, ‘only’,
and ‘in’, were not removed as they can play a signi�cant role in conveying meaning for deep learning

models. In the rigorous process, stop-words were removed after processing the moderate process. This
process is applied to traditional ML models that focus on words rather than a sentence.

[Table 3 about here.]

Secondly, the pre-processed dataset was divided into six datasets according to dataset selection criteria
(i.e., type (representative or synonymous emo- tion hashtags) and position (any, last quarter, or last
position) of emotion hashtags). For examples of position of emotion hashtags; ‘I am john #joy’
represents last position, ‘I am #joy john’ represents last quarter, and ‘#joy I am john’ represents any
position. Table 4 provides detailed information about the six different datasets of that abbreviations
mean; 24H: 24 hashtags, 6H: 6 hashtags, AP: any position, LQ: last quarter, and LP: last position.
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Table 4
Six different datasets

Id Type Hashtags Position N

24H-AP synonymous 24 AP 5,645,139

24H-LQ synonymous 24 LQ 4,023,748

24H-LP synonymous 24 LP 2,183,452

6H-AP representative 6 AP 1,478,116

6H-LQ representative 6 LQ 903,002

6H-LP representative 6 LP 390,630

Finally, the 80/20 dataset splitting strategy for model training and validation was applied to the six
datasets. This split ratio is commonly used for NLP-related or other ML tasks [1]. For example, the 24H-AP
dataset (n=5,645,139) was split into 80% for training (n=4,516,111) and 20% for testing (n=1,129,028).

To evaluate the generalizability of the models’ performance, the TEC dataset was applied as an external
test dataset. As noted in the related work section, TEC dataset provides emotion-labelled tweets with
representative emotion hashtags at the last position. TEC dataset (n=21,047) was also split into 80% for
training (n=16,837) and 20% for testing (n=4,210). Also, traditional and deep learning ML algorithms
trained on the six different datasets including the TEC dataset were evaluated.

Traditional machine learning algorithms

Five ML algorithms (i.e., 1) k-nearest neighbours, 2) decision tree, 3) naive bayes, 4) support vector
machine, and 5) logistic regression) [30] trained on six

different datasets were applied to propose the effective dataset. Below these algorithms are brie�y
introduced.

First, the K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) algorithm is the most widely used centroid-based clustering
algorithm. It is an unsupervised learning technique that automatically groups data with similar
characteristics into respective clusters. This algorithm is called K-NN because it generates k individual
clusters, and the output is the value of the object’s feature, and the centre points of k clusters represent
the average value of the shortest distance from the data in the cluster [31].

Second, the Decision Tree (DT) algorithm is widely used in data science due to its various advantages
such as excellent predictive accuracy, intuitive description of a model, and selecting informative attributes
in model design. The analysis result of DT can be drawn as a tree diagram that groups properties by
sorting the various data entries by information gain (informative attributes). DT is primarily used for
classi�cation purposes [31].
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Third, the Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm based on the Bayes rule is mainly used for clustering and
classi�cation purposes. The underlying architecture is based on conditional probability. Depending on the
likelihood of happening, trees are created, which are also called Bayesian networks [31]. NB is mainly
used for text classi�cation, such as sentiment analysis [32–34].

Fourth, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm is one of the most widely used ML algorithms. SVM
is mainly used for classi�cation. SVM works according to the principle of margin calculation and
basically draws as much margin as possible between the data to be classi�ed [31]. The purpose of the
SVM algorithm is to �nd the hyperplane in an N-dimensional space that clearly classi�es data points [30].

Fifth, the Logistic Regression (Logit) algorithm uses a simple algorithm (sigmoid functions) like ordinary
least squares (OLS). The relationship be- tween dependent and independent variables is expressed as a
mathematical function and used in future prediction models. The main difference from OLS is that the
results are divided into speci�c categories [35]. However, this single-

layer perceptron may not be suitable for dealing with high dimensional prob- lems of big data with many
observations and an inde�nite number of variables.

Deep Learning algorithms

Three representative deep learning algorithms (i.e., 1) arti�cial neural network,

2) recurrent neural network, and 3) convolution neural network) [36] were applied to further evaluate the
proposed effective dataset.

First, the Arti�cial Neural Network (ANN) with multi-layer perceptron (MLP) technology has become the
most advanced ML technology available today. It has been particularly successful in areas such as voice
recognition, image analysis, and natural language processing [37]. ANN is divided into three layers (i.e.,
input layer, hidden layer, and output layer). A hidden layer improves the accuracy of predictions by
enabling the classi�cation of complex structures that may be found in big data.

Second, the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) algorithm can �nd patterns in the sequences of sentence
and classi�es the results when receiving sequence data such as a sentence [38]. It extracts a speci�c
pattern for a sentence by sequentially inputting text information without using the given word feature
vector such as the traditional ML algorithms and ANN discussed above. In the RNN, the previously input
information is gradually accumulated in the hidden state and transmitted to the current input state,
thereby enabling predictive modelling of sequence data.

Third, the CNN algorithm can stack multiple convolutional layers. In general, it is used to classify images
by learning to extract the best features by applying various �lters to the input image [39]. Yoon [40]
demonstrates that CNN can be applied not only to image data but also to text data with outstanding
classi�cation performance. While RNN re�ects the input order of words in training, CNN classi�es
sentences by re�ecting the appearance information of words in each sentence to training.
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Count vectorising to extract features from text

Since words cannot be provided as input data and only numerical data may be used to train ML models,
it is necessary to convert words or sentences into speci�c numeric values through feature extraction. This
paper adopts the count vectorizer; a method of constructing a word vector after measuring the number of
times a word or words appear.

Speci�cally, n-gram (n consecutive words) [36] was set to 3-gram where up to 3 consecutive words were
included in the word vector. For example, when providing two texts as input data, such as ’John is happy’
and ’John is angry’, feature names (i.e., ’angry’, ’happy’, ’is’, ’is angry’, ’is happy’, ’john’, ’john is’, ’john is
angry’, ’john is happy’) are assigned. Accordingly, the array value of ’John is happy’ is assigned as (0, 1, 1,
0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1). Six different datasets and TEC dataset were count vectorised to train ML models.

F1 score for multi-class classi�cation

The purpose of ML models trained with the word vector is to perform multi- class classi�cation in which
the output indicates the likelihood of the input sentence being classi�ed as one of the six emotion labels
(i.e., ‘fear’, ‘anger’, ‘sadness’, ‘joy’, ‘surprise’ and ‘disgust’). ML models were evaluated by using the F1

score. Although classi�cation accuracy is widely applied due to its easy measurement, it has been
criticised for being unsuitable for application to real-world problems, as its simplicity disables
measurement of imbalanced data [30]. Vinodhini and Chandrasekaran [41] point out that the F1 score is
suitable measure of the ML models tested with imbalanced data, which calculates the harmonic balance
between precision and recall taken from the confusion metric. The formula for the F1 score of each label
(class) can be expressed as:

F1score(l) =
2 × precision(l) × recall(l)

precision(l) + recall(l)

, where l is the label (i.e., anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise), precision(l) is calculated as 
truepositive ( l )

truepositive ( l ) +falsepositive ( l ) , and recall(l) is calculated as 
truepositive ( l )

truepositive ( l ) +falsenegative ( l ) .

The F1 scores calculated for each label were weighted according to the number of data points in each
label to derive the weighted F1 score [42], applying to the proposed model evaluation. Overall, a total of
eight ML algorithms (i.e., �ve traditional ML and three deep learning algorithms) were evaluated using the
highest weighted F1 score (see Fig. 2).

[Fig. 2 about here.]

Results
The purpose of the following sections is to evaluate �ve traditional ML algorithms trained on the six
different datasets, both on internal (section 5.1) and external test sets (section 5.2). The purpose of this
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analysis is to propose an effective emotion-labelled dataset. Then, �ve traditional ML (section 5.3) and
three deep learning algorithms (section 5.4) trained on the proposed and TEC train sets were evaluated,
both on proposed and TEC test sets. The purpose of this analysis is to show that the proposed large
dataset further improved the model performance in deep learning than in traditional ML algorithms.

Internal evaluation by traditional ML algorithms on six test sets

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the traditional ML algorithms (Logit, SVM, NB, DT, and KNN)
trained on six datasets (24H-AP, 24H-LQ, 24H- LP, 6H-AP, 6H-LQ, and 6H-LP), which results in a total of 30
analyses. The rigorous pre-processing and the 80/20 dataset splitting strategy were applied. The input
variable was word vectors of count vectorised tweets with 3-gram, and max-features was set to 100,000
where low-frequency words after the

100,000th were excluded. The output variable concerned the six emotion labels (i.e., ‘fear’, ‘anger’,
‘sadness’, ‘joy’, ‘surprise’ and ‘disgust’).

Traditional ML algorithms were utilised using scikit-learn [43]; one of the most widely used ML libraries in
the Python programming language. All models proposed in this paper were trained on a computer with
NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU with 24GB memory.

[Fig. 3 about here.]

Figure 3 shows the average F1 scores of six datasets on internal test sets. What stands out in this �gure
is that increasing synonymous emotion hashtags and decreasing sample size by �ltering the hashtag
location (LQ and LP) decrease the classi�cation accuracy of the internal test set. Detailed F1 scores of the
�ve traditional ML algorithms (see Table 5) also show the same patterns (6 hashtags > 24 hashtags and
AP > LQ > LP). These results suggest that 6H-AP dataset (any position of representative emotion
hashtags) could be an effective emotion-labelled dataset.

 
Table 5

F1 scores of 30 ML models on internal test sets

Dataset 6H-AP 6H-LQ 6H-LP 24H-AP 24H-LQ 24H-LP

Logit .6783 .6531 .5721 .5762 .5618 .5165

SVM .6739 .6390 .5418 .5863 .5684 .5133

NB .6679 .6322 .5153 .5687 .5460 .4860

DT .5762 .5438 .4507 .4771 .4510 .4011

KNN .4958 .4498 .3889 .4136 .3843 .3536

Total .6184 .5836 .4938 .5244 .5023 .4541
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External evaluation by traditional ML algorithms on TEC

The 30 ML models trained in the previous section were externally evaluated with an external data set,
TEC, to assess the generalizability of the models’ performance. The rigorous pre-processing and 80/20
dataset splitting strategy were applied to TEC dataset. Accordingly, an external test set of 4210 tweets
was applied for the 30 analyses.

[Fig. 4 about here.]

Figure 4 presents the average F1 scores of six datasets on the external test set, TEC. As can be seen, the
pattern (6 hashtags > 24 hashtags and AP > LQ > LP) was replicated as when evaluated with the internal
test set. Detailed F1 scores of the 30 ML models on the external test set (see Table-6) also show

the same patterns under equal circumstances. ML models trained on 6H-AP dataset consisting of any
position (AP) of emotion hashtags outperformed the TEC test set consisting of the last position (LP) of
emotion hashtags.

 
Table 6

F1 scores of 30 ML models on external test set, TEC

Dataset 6H-AP 6H-LQ 6H-LP 24H-AP 24H-LQ 24H-LP

Logit .5665 .5686 .5582 .4693 .4644 .4545

SVM .5660 .5601 .5313 .4915 .4811 .4519

NB .5924 .5922 .5359 .4844 .4504 .3399

DT .5269 .5109 .4882 .4651 .4367 .3988

KNN .4450 .4437 .4009 .3802 .3633 .3151

Total .5394 .5351 .5029 .4581 .4392 .3920

Cross-evaluation by traditional ML algorithms on 6H-AP and TEC

This section aims to demonstrate that the traditional ML models trained on the proposed large dataset
(6H-AP) can improve F1 scores rather than the traditional ML models trained on small dataset (TEC). As
shown at the top of Fig. 2, �ve cross-evaluations were performed using �ve traditional ML algorithms
trained on two datasets (6H-AP and TEC). The rigorous pre-processing and 80/20 dataset splitting
strategy were applied. The input variable was the word vectors of count vectorised tweets with 3-gram,
and max-features was set to 100,000. The output variables were the six emotion labels.

[Fig. 5 about here.]

The differences in model performance between models trained on 6H-AP and models trained on TEC are
highlighted in Table 7. It is found that models trained on the large dataset (6H-AP) outperformed their
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smaller dataset counterpart (TEC). Fig. 5 provides the average F1 scores of cross-evaluations by
traditional ML algorithms. The results in Table 7 show that models trained on 6H-AP achieved a higher
average weighted F1 score of .2545 (= 6H-AP on 6H-AP (.6184) – TEC on 6H-AP (.3639)) than the models
trained on TEC. The results on TEC shows that models trained on 6H-AP achieved a higher average
weighted F1 score of .0453 (= 6H-AP on TEC (.5394) – TEC on TEC (.4941)) than models trained on TEC.
Finally, the small train (1%6H-AP) set was obtained by randomly selecting 16,837 cases from the 6H-AP
train set (proportion=1.42%). The results in Table 7 show that models trained on the large dataset (6H-AP)
also outperformed models trained on the small dataset 

Table 7 F1 scores of 15 traditional ML models
 

Train
set

6H-
AP

6H-
AP

TEC TEC 1%6H-
AP

1%6H-
AP

Test
set

6H-
AP

TEC 6H-AP TEC 6H-AP TEC

Logit .6783 .5665 .4351 .5605 .5742 .4571

SVM .6739 .5660 .4526 .5652 .5475 .4370

NB .6679 .5924 .3032 .4840 .5676 .4426

DT .5762 .5269 .4010 .4915 .4931 .3787

KNN .4958 .4450 .2277 .3692 .3014 .2480

Total .6184 .5394 .3639 .4941 .4968 .3927

(1%6H-AP). The results in this section indicate that increasing training data brings a solid performance
improvement of the ML models.

Cross-evaluation by deep learning algorithms on 6H-AP and TEC

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the proposed large dataset further improved the model
performance in deep learning (e.g., ANN, CNN, and RNN) than in traditional ML algorithms. Three cross-
evaluations were performed using three deep learning algorithms trained on two datasets (6H-AP and
TEC) to compare with the traditional ML models in previous section. The moderate pre-processing and
80/20 dataset splitting strategy were applied. The input variable was word vectors of using tokenized
tweets, and max-features was set to 100,000. The output variable was six emotion labels. Deep learning
models were utilised using Tensor�ow [44]; one of the most widely used deep learning libraries in the
Python programming language.

In the structure of ANN model, the input layer was connected to the embedding layer for word vectors.
The max-pooling layer was then used, followed by two fully connected hidden layers attached to the
output layer. The structure of CNN model was modi�ed from the structure recommended by Yoon [40].
The input layer was connected to the embedding layer for word vectors. A total of three convolutional
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layers were then used, and values were extracted with different �lter sizes (e.g., 3, 4, and 5) followed by
the max-pooling layer. This model was completed by stacking up a dropout layer to prevent over�tting
and two fully connected hidden layers connected to the output layer (i.e., six emotion labels). The
structure of RNN model was modi�ed from the structure recommended by Kumar et al. [36]. The input
layer was connected to the embedding layer for word vectors. A total of two bidirectional long short-term
memory (Bidirectional LSTM) [45] layers were then used. This model was completed by stacking up a
dropout layer to prevent over�tting and two fully connected hidden layers connected to the output layer.

When training three models with 6H-AP, the batch size was set to 128, the learning rate was set to .00001,
and the dropout rate was set to .2. To prevent over�tting, the training of the models was �nished in
approximately 16 to 30 epochs. When training other models with TEC and 1%6H-AP, the batch size was
set to 4, the learning rate was set to .0001, and the dropout rate was set to .2. To prevent over�tting, the
training of the models was �nished in approximately 4 to 5 epochs.

[Fig. 6 about here.]

Figure 6 illustrates the average F1 scores of cross-evaluations by deep learning algorithms. This �gure
grants a multitude of insights. First, the pattern (6H- AP on 6H-AP > 6H-AP on TEC > TEC on TEC > TEC on
6H-AP) was

replicated as when evaluated by traditional ML algorithms. Second, models trained on 6H-AP showed
similar or slightly better performance improvement than the Logit algorithm that showed superior
performance among traditional ML algorithms (see Table 7 and Table 8). Third, models trained on TEC
showed similar or slightly lower performance degradation as compared to Logit and SVM algorithms (see
Table 7 and Table 8). Finally, models trained on the large dataset (6H-AP) also outperformed models
trained on the small dataset (1%6H-AP).

 
Table 8

F1 scores of nine deep learning models

Train set 6H-AP 6H-AP TEC TEC 1%6H-AP 1%6H-AP

Test set 6H-AP TEC 6H-AP TEC 6H-AP TEC

ANN .6791 .5620 .3925 .5165 .5361 .4369

CNN .7013 .5788 .4720 .5580 .5538 .4258

RNN .6942 .5773 .4415 .5455 .5559 .4199

Total .6915 .5727 .4353 .5400 .5486 .4275

 

Conclusions
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This paper proposes the application of big data (emotion-labelled tweets) for training speci�c emotion
detection models. Previously, little attention has been paid in investigating the selection criteria for tweets
collection. Five traditional ML models trained on six datasets were evaluated, on both internal and
external test sets. We found that the 6H-AP dataset (any position of representative emotions hashtags) is
an effective emotion-labelled dataset. This �nding is contrary to previous studies based on synonymous
emotion hashtags [11–12, 14] and last position of emotion hashtags [11–14]. Finally, we cross-evaluated
the 6H-AP dataset and the small datasets (TEC and 1%6H- AP).

This paper shows that this large dataset can make a greater contribution to improving model
performance in deep learning than in traditional ML algorithms. This new understanding should help to
improve the performance of the speci�c emotion detection model by using the proposed 6H-AP dataset
and by using deep learning algorithms that can train large and complex data sets. The 6H-AP dataset is,
to the best of our knowledge, the largest emotion-labelled dataset available with any position of
representative emotions hashtags applied.

This paper poses some limitations. We tested a tweet dataset with speci�c emotion hashtags annotated.
However, researchers need to be aware of the shortcomings of directly deriving from the nature of online
user-generated content (UGC). Several biases are described in the literature that analyses UGC dataset,
such as self-selection and response biases [46]. Also, the speci�c emotion hashtags annotated by writers
may re�ect unusual or special circum- stances. Nevertheless, with the proposed large sample dataset, this
paper can assume that it represents the entire population rather than the outliers within a small sample,
allowing the proposed dataset to train an unbiased and robust model.

The question raised by this study is whether predicting human emotions differ from arti�cial intelligence.
For example, human emotion prediction using surveys may provide deeper insights into the differences
and characteristics of arti�cial intelligence and human emotion prediction. Another further study could
assess whether the performance of the deep learning models can be improved when the state-of-the-art
pre-trained transformer language models are applied. This research has emerged many inquiries relevant
in our current paradigm and needs further investigation.
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Figure 1

Word cloud of the most frequent and occasionally words
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Figure 2

The overview of the important steps used to evaluate the emotion-labelled datasets:

First, 5,645,139 tweets labelled 24 emotion hashtags were divided into six datasets. Second, �ve
traditional ML algorithms trained on six different datasets were evaluated on internal and external test
sets to propose an effective emotion-labelled dataset, namely 6H-AP dataset. Finally, �ve traditional ML
algorithms trained on the large and small train sets were evaluated on proposed and TEC test sets. Then,
three deep learning algorithms trained on the large and the small sets were evaluated on proposed and
TEC test sets. The results show that the proposed large dataset further improved the model performance
in deep learning than in traditional ML algorithms.
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Figure 3

Average F1 scores of six datasets on internal test sets

Figure 4

Average F1 scores of six datasets on the external test set, TEC
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Figure 5

Average F1 scores of cross-evaluations by traditional ML algorithms

Figure 6

Average F1 scores of cross-evaluations by deep learning algorithms


